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amar and meeta reconcile after several years and try to make their marriage work. they give in to the rites of passage. what happens when they break the rules and set a date to get married? the answer is neither as simple nor as short as we believe it to be. meeta and amar fall in love. however, their relationship is far from rosy and they grapple with the issue of their caste. was she unaware,
had she forgotten, meeta asks herself after amar tells her about her past with shashi. she decides to set a date for their marriage. at her father in laws house, in front of a large crowd, meeta is formally introduced to amar, who is her future husband, and shashi. was she unaware, had she forgotten, meeta asks herself as she stands there, unable to perform the rituals of her caste. was she

unaware, had she forgotten, she asks herself. shashi is the boy she had kissed and the one who had proposed to her. but he is a dalit, a member of the lowest caste. how can she marry him? how can she marry him?amar tells her that he will be her husband. meeta is so ecstatic that she happily agrees. after the ceremony, amar is furious at shashi. why did you let her marry you? if you dont like
me, i will kill you, he says. shashi is unfazed. of all the people, the one i trust the most is you, he says. amar is stunned at shashi s words and at his own silence. he had no idea that shashi was the boy meeta had kissed in the past and who had proposed to her. in the days that follow, amar and meeta fall more in love and realise that they are meant for each other. but as the wedding approaches,

amar can t see past his anger at shashi and begins to suspect that the boy he remembers is not the boy he remembers. amar tries to get to the truth. is meeta too innocent? what really happened that night? what really happened that night?
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the director of the film said that the film was a “life changing experience” for her. the director had given an interview to
film companion, saying that she had been inspired by the iranian film ‘the women of iran’, by director asghar farhadi.
farhadi won the academy awards in 2017 for best foreign language film for his film. “it was the film that changed my

life. i had never seen a film that showed the side of women that we see every day,” she said. “to be able to experience
that, to be able to see how women suffer and how men feel helpless in that situation, made me think, ‘wow, i’ve never

really seen this before.’ ” in the last five years, we have witnessed a significant change in the indian movies. the
perception of the ‘masala’, in which action films, crime and romance go hand in hand, is slowly giving way to a more

realistic depiction of the lives of ordinary people. the film, which stars tanuja kapoor and disha patani, has even won the
prestigious national award for best feature film. when meeta returns home, the neighbourhood film club is meeting at
her house. this is the base of ravi, a young man who lives with his parents and is the owner of a film processing store.
ravi has fallen in love with meeta and wants to marry her. but meeta has no interest in marriage. she has plans of her
own for her life. the two go their separate ways, meeta moving to a small apartment in the city and ravi going back

home. but meeta changes her mind and moves back home after a few months. ravi is not ready to give up his hopes
and wants meeta to become his wife. on the way, meeta meets amar, a young architect. 5ec8ef588b
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